The graduate program in Cultural and Heritage Resource Management at the University of Maryland is dedicated to providing rigorous training in the skills needed to advance a career in cultural resource management.

**Program Features:**

- Offered through an online distance learning platform
- Provides an applied, interdisciplinary, and affordable alternative to traditional graduate programs in anthropology
- Designed for working professionals in CRM to pursue graduate education while continuing their employment

**Two Degree Options**

**Master of Professional Studies** (36 credits)

**Graduate Certificate** (18 credits)

**Curriculum:**

- Introduction to Cultural and Heritage Resource Management
- Advanced Methods
- Business of CRM
- Project Management
- Community Engagement & Consultation
- Collections, Data Management & Materials Preservation
- Applied Archaeological Theory
- Global Heritage & Professional Ethics

*Plus* an Internship/Practicum & Thesis

**Contact:** CHRM@umd.edu

*Calibrate your CRM Career*

*SET YOUR DEC @ UMD*